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 In “Where 1” we looked at the           
productive possibilities of assembly. 

 For “Where 2,” we asked A.E. 
Benenson to think about an exhibition 
without an artist. He returned to us with 
a hall of mirrors.
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A SYSTEM FOR REPRODUCING
DOUGLAS GORDON’S 24 HOUR PSYCHO AS

THE EFFECT OF A DIGITAL NETWORK
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Where 2

December 14, 2013 – February 14, 2014

Opening reception and live viewing:  

Saturday, December 14, 7 –10pm

 “Where 2” is the current state of 20 
years of ongoing research. The first find-
ings were developed in the early ’90s on 
a copy of SimCity for Super Nintendo 
located in my father’s spare bedroom. 
I only had access to the game every 
other weekend, and so before leaving 
I would raise taxes to 99%, select the 
maximum gameplay speed (a Cheetah 
icon), and then turn the television off 
while leaving the game’s persistent 
simulation running.

There was no predicting the state of my 
city when I returned twelve days later 
(approximately 1000 years in-game), 
though the bank was inevitably full and 



so usually the most prudent course of 
action was to destroy the whole city and 
fill the map with the two most expensive 
buildings, the Airport and the Football 
Stadium.

Research continued in my teens when 
my brother and I operated a small server 
for pirated games and media. Relevant 
experiments included spending a week 
downloading a handycam bootleg of 
The Blair Witch Project (1999) which 
had been divided into forty parts, and 
hosting a low-res copy of the infamous 
Tyson v. Holyfield “Bite Fight” (1997) 
the morning after it had been broadcast 
live on television.   

Presently, my research has taken the 
form of a digital system for reproduc-
ing Douglas Gordon’s super-durational 
appropriation work 24 Hour Psycho 
(1993). The system consists of a pirated 
copy of Hitchcock’s film Psycho (1960), 
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screened in the gallery once daily at 
dusk. Each screening is captured by the 
Where webcam, processed by custom 
software, and streamed to the gallery’s 
website at Gordon’s prescribed rate 
of two frames per second. The slowed 
down, 24/7 stream is viewable on the 
gallery’s website. Visitors to the gallery 
are encouraged to use their mobile web 
browsers to watch both versions at the 
same time. 

— A.E. Benenson 

Where can be viewed and contacted through  
www.1397MyrtleAvenueUnit4BrooklnNY11237.com  

“Where 3,” curated by Jenny Jaskey, is scheduled for late 
February and will ask: What would it mean for a gallery to 
represent curators?
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MPEG4 Decoder / Encoder  

Common Code.
/*
 * MPEG4 decoder / encoder common 
code.
 * Copyright (c) 2000,2001 Fab-
rice Bellard
 * Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Mi-
chael Niedermayer <michaelni@gmx.
at>
 *
 * This file is part of FFmpeg.
 *
 * FFmpeg is free software; you 
can redistribute it and/or
 * modify it under the terms of 
the GNU Lesser General Public
 * License as published by the 
Free Software Foundation; either
 * version 2.1 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later ver-
sion.
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 * FFmpeg is distributed in the 
hope that it will be useful,
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; 
without even the implied warranty 
of
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
GNU
 * Lesser General Public License 
for more details.
 *
 * You should have received a 
copy of the GNU Lesser General 
Public
 * License along with FFmpeg; if 
not, write to the Free Software
 * Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin 
Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 
02110-1301 USA
 */

#include “mpegvideo.h”
#include “mpeg4video.h”
#include “mpeg4data.h”



uint8_t ff_mpeg4_static_rl_table_
store[3][2][2 * MAX_RUN + MAX_
LEVEL + 3];

int ff_mpeg4_get_video_packet_
prefix_length(MpegEncContext *s)
{
    switch (s->pict_type) {
    case AV_PICTURE_TYPE_I:
        return 16;
    case AV_PICTURE_TYPE_P:
    case AV_PICTURE_TYPE_S:
        return s->f_code + 15;
    case AV_PICTURE_TYPE_B:
        return FFMAX3(s->f_code, 
s->b_code, 2) + 15;
    default:
        return -1;
    }
}

void ff_mpeg4_clean_
buffers(MpegEncContext *s)
{
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    int c_wrap, c_xy, l_wrap, l_
xy;

    l_wrap = s->b8_stride;
    l_xy   = (2 * s->mb_y - 1) * 
l_wrap + s->mb_x * 2 - 1;
    c_wrap = s->mb_stride;
    c_xy   = (s->mb_y - 1) * c_
wrap + s->mb_x - 1;

#if 0
    /* clean DC */
    memsetw(s->dc_val[0] + l_xy, 
1024, l_wrap * 2 + 1);
    memsetw(s->dc_val[1] + c_xy, 
1024, c_wrap + 1);
    memsetw(s->dc_val[2] + c_xy, 
1024, c_wrap + 1);
#endif

    /* clean AC */
    memset(s->ac_val[0] + l_
xy, 0, (l_wrap * 2 + 1) * 16 * 
sizeof(int16_t));



    memset(s->ac_val[1] + c_
xy, 0, (c_wrap     + 1) * 16 * 
sizeof(int16_t));
    memset(s->ac_val[2] + c_
xy, 0, (c_wrap     + 1) * 16 * 
sizeof(int16_t));

    /* clean MV */
    // we can›t clear the MVs as 
they might be needed by a b frame
//    memset(s->motion_val + 
l_xy, 0, (l_wrap * 2 + 1) * 2 * 
sizeof(int16_t));
//    memset(s->motion_val, 0, 2 
* sizeof(int16_t) * (2 + s->mb_
width * 2) *
//           (2 + s->mb_height * 
2));
    s->last_mv[0][0][0] =
    s->last_mv[0][0][1] =
    s->last_mv[1][0][0] =
    s->last_mv[1][0][1] = 0;
}
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#define tab_size ((signed)FF_AR-
RAY_ELEMS(s->direct_scale_mv[0]))
#define tab_bias (tab_size / 2)

// used by mpeg4 and rv10 decoder
void ff_mpeg4_init_direct_
mv(MpegEncContext *s)
{
    int i;
    for (i = 0; i < tab_size; 
i++) {
        s->direct_scale_mv[0][i] 
= (i - tab_bias) * s->pb_time / 
s->pp_time;
        s->direct_scale_mv[1][i] 
= (i - tab_bias) * (s->pb_time - 
s->pp_time) /
        s->pp_time;
    }
}

static inline void ff_mpeg4_set_
one_direct_mv(MpegEncContext *s, 
int mx,



                   int my, int i)
{
    int xy           = s->block_
index[i];
    uint16_t time_pp = s->pp_
time;
    uint16_t time_pb = s->pb_
time;
    int p_mx, p_my;

    p_mx = s->next_picture.mo-
tion_val[0][xy][0];
    if ((unsigned)(p_mx + tab_
bias) < tab_size) {
        s->mv[0][i][0] = s-
>direct_scale_mv[0][p_mx + tab_
bias] + mx;
        s->mv[1][i][0] = mx ? s-
>mv[0][i][0] - p_mx
        : s->direct_scale_mv[1]
[p_mx + tab_bias];
    } else {
        s->mv[0][i][0] = p_mx * 
time_pb / time_pp + mx;
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        s->mv[1][i][0] = mx ? s-
>mv[0][i][0] - p_mx
        : p_mx * (time_pb - time_
pp) / time_pp;
    }
    p_my = s->next_picture.mo-
tion_val[0][xy][1];
    if ((unsigned)(p_my + tab_
bias) < tab_size) {
        s->mv[0][i][1] = s-
>direct_scale_mv[0][p_my + tab_
bias] + my;
        s->mv[1][i][1] = my ? s-
>mv[0][i][1] - p_my
        : s->direct_scale_mv[1]
[p_my + tab_bias];
    } else {
        s->mv[0][i][1] = p_my * 
time_pb / time_pp + my;
        s->mv[1][i][1] = my ? s-
>mv[0][i][1] - p_my
        : p_my * (time_pb - time_
pp) / time_pp;
    }



}

#undef tab_size
#undef tab_bias

/**
 * @return the mb_type
 */
int ff_mpeg4_set_direct_
mv(MpegEncContext *s, int mx, int 
my)
{
    const int mb_index          = 
s->mb_x + s->mb_y * s->mb_stride;
    const int colocated_mb_type 
= s->next_picture.mb_type[mb_in-
dex];
    uint16_t time_pp;
    uint16_t time_pb;
    int i;

    // FIXME avoid divides
    // try special case with 
shifts for 1 and 3 B-frames?
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    if (IS_8X8(colocated_mb_
type)) {
        s->mv_type = MV_TYPE_8X8;
        for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)
            ff_mpeg4_set_one_
direct_mv(s, mx, my, i);
        return MB_TYPE_DIRECT2 | 
MB_TYPE_8x8 | MB_TYPE_L0L1;
    } else if (IS_
INTERLACED(colocated_mb_type)) {
        s->mv_type = MV_TYPE_
FIELD;
        for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
            int field_select = s-
>next_picture.ref_index[0][4 * 
mb_index + 2 * i];
            s->field_select[0][i] 
= field_select;
            s->field_select[1][i] 
= i;
            if (s->top_field_first) 
{
                time_pp = s->pp_



field_time - field_select + i;
                time_pb = s->pb_
field_time - field_select + i;
            } else {
                time_pp = s->pp_
field_time + field_select - i;
                time_pb = s->pb_
field_time + field_select - i;
            }
            s->mv[0][i][0] = 
s->p_field_mv_table[i][0][mb_in-
dex][0] *
         time_pb / time_pp + mx;
            s->mv[0][i][1] = 
s->p_field_mv_table[i][0][mb_in-
dex][1] *
         time_pb / time_pp + my;
            s->mv[1][i][0] = mx ? 
s->mv[0][i][0] -
              s->p_field_mv_
table[i][0][mb_index][0]
            : s->p_field_mv_
table[i][0][mb_index][0] *
              (time_pb - time_pp) 
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/ time_pp;
            s->mv[1][i][1] = my ? 
s->mv[0][i][1] -
              s->p_field_mv_
table[i][0][mb_index][1]
            : s->p_field_mv_
table[i][0][mb_index][1] *
              (time_pb - time_pp) 
/ time_pp;
        }
        return MB_TYPE_DIRECT2 | 
MB_TYPE_16x8 |
               MB_TYPE_L0L1    | 
MB_TYPE_INTERLACED;
    } else {
        ff_mpeg4_set_one_direct_
mv(s, mx, my, 0);
        s->mv[0][1][0] =
        s->mv[0][2][0] =
        s->mv[0][3][0] = s->mv[0]
[0][0];
        s->mv[0][1][1] =
        s->mv[0][2][1] =
        s->mv[0][3][1] = s->mv[0]



[0][1];
        s->mv[1][1][0] =
        s->mv[1][2][0] =
        s->mv[1][3][0] = s->mv[1]
[0][0];
        s->mv[1][1][1] =
        s->mv[1][2][1] =
        s->mv[1][3][1] = s->mv[1]
[0][1];
        if ((s->avctx-
>workaround_bugs & FF_BUG_DIRECT_
BLOCKSIZE) ||
            !s->quarter_sample)
            s->mv_type = MV_
TYPE_16X16;
        else
            s->mv_type = MV_
TYPE_8X8;
        // Note see prev line
        return MB_TYPE_DIRECT2 | 
MB_TYPE_16x16 | MB_TYPE_L0L1;
    }
}
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 The infinite regress afforded by cer-
tain mathematical formulas boils down 
to the boundless space between any two 
whole numbers. In tunneling into the 
landscape between frames, we may have 
discovered a vast environment capable of 
supporting aesthetic life. 

Or are we, as the saying goes,  
“splitting hairs?”
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A.E. Benenson

The Big Slowdown 

I. 
“Moon Landing Tapes Got Erased, NASA 
Admits” (Reuters, July 16, 2009)

Well, there’s good news and there’s bad 
news. This—no kidding— is how NASA’s 
press conference begins. It’s the 40th 
anniversary of the first moon landing 
and Richard Nafzger is up there. He was 
the engineer who oversaw the television 
broadcast of Apollo 11, and he doesn’t 
ask which one the audience wants to 
hear first. 

The good news: after three years of dig-
ging around, they’ve finally found the 
tape that contains NASA’s only known 
recording of the raw footage of the land-
ing. The bad news: it’s all been erased—
scrubbed for economy’s sake as if it 
were from a corner deli’s CCTV and they 
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had needed to make room for the next 
night shift. Nafzger, by way of an apology, 
says, “The goal was live TV.”

In the theoretical vocabulary of content 
delivery systems, television was histori-
cally categorized as “inherently stream-
ing,” along with radio, as opposed to 
“inherently non-streaming” media like 
books and recorded audio. “Inherently 
streaming” because the mechanics of 
analog television oblige it to deliver the 
transmitted content as soon as it receives 
it: roughly speaking, incoming radio 
waves direct a tiny, incessantly moving 
electron ray-gun when to shoot and when 
to hold its fire. The phosphorous screen 
that registers these shots holds a charge 
for a fraction of a second and then the 
gun returns to the top and starts again, 
the whole thing being no more capable 
of storing the transmission than a room 
can store the rainstorm that batters its 
windows. 



“The goal was live TV.” One steady 
stream from the moon to our living 
rooms, a sign of victory as clear as the 
flag planted in the lunar dust—America 
had wrangled the moon with an electro-
magnetic lasso. Streaming the land-
ing wasn’t just the apogee of American 
imperialism, it was the telos of television, 
the extension, to cosmic proportions, of 
the medium’s premise, of a simultane-
ously distributed present that erased the 
temporal residue of any technological 
mediation. That is, the images of the 
landing were incredible, first and fore-
most, because they were images that 
were coming from outer space that very 
moment. 

What they actually showed—their con-
tent, the moon—as well as their in-
evitable importance in the historical 
record were of less value than the fact 
of their live transmission. So much at-
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tention had been paid to simply getting 
the elaborate live-feed to work that the 
beginning of it was actually broadcast 
upside down. It hardly mattered. With 
respect to Nafzger’s apparently outrageous 
lapse in providing for the preservation of the 
moment, we should understand him in the 
most literal terms, speaking, as it were, 
the technological spirit of the age: The 
goal was live TV.1

    II.
It’s like how the railroad once worked. 
The railroad carried people, letters, 
packages—whatever, but really what it 
originally distributed was time. The prob-
lem had been that in the early days of 
the railroad, you were liable to leave New 
York at 10 a.m. and arrive in Philadelphia 
at 9 a.m. or worse, meet some other train 
head-on in the process because one 
conductor’s watch was reading half an 
hour behind the other’s. Back then, time 
was a rough thing, only as precise as the 



speed of walking or horseback necessi-
tated. The term “time zone” didn’t exist. 
The solution was Railway Time, a thin 
snake of regulated time exactly the width 
of train track cutting itself through that 
vague and unfussy mix of local times. 

It fixed the issue for trains but created 
a new one for people: now upon step-
ping inside a train station, whatever 
homespun o’clock it had been out there 
on the sidewalk was suddenly replaced 
with whatever time the arriving train said 
it was. It was a kind of inadvertent time 
travel, except you weren’t travelling to 
another time, another time was travel-
ling to you. Radio synchronization all but 
erased this hiccup by the end of the 19th 
century, though some version of it still 
occurs in Russia today, where the trains 
and their stations disregard local time for 
Moscow’s clock.
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It’s also like what happened later with 
the V2 rocket. Developed in WWII by the 
Nazi genius Werner Von Braun (later, the 
father of America’s space program), the 
V2 was the first supersonic missile: 

Imagine a missile one hears ap-
proaching only after it explodes. 
The reversal! A piece of time neat-
ly snipped out…the blast of the 
rocket, fallen faster than sound—
then growing out of it the roar of 
its own fall, catching up to what’s 
already death and burning…  a 
ghost in the sky…    
(Thomas Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow) 

Same as at the cheap cinema in those 
days when the projectionist fumbled to 
click on the sound reel a few seconds 
after the image reel: a thing without 
its sound and then sometime later the 
sound without its thing. 



Despite or really because of its unprec-
edented speed, the V2’s arrival produced 
the counterintuitive sensation that things 
had begun to unfold with a noticeable 
lag, a stutter in the smooth flow of time.

So the V2s rent space with their payload, 
but also time, before any explosion, with 
their very movement—like the train, they 
left a wake of jagged temporality tracing 
their path.

To abstract a bit: a means of distribution 
delivers its contents but also a form of 
time, derived from the technical features 
of its medium and driven like a wedge 
through whatever temporal frame it 
passes. 

III.
In a way, media technology has never 
since been able to outdo the perceived 
synchronicity of the moon transmission 
in 1969. Digital technology has overtaken 
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analog, and while it allows for more 
information to be communicated faster, 
with much greater customization, and 
with much higher fidelity, it sacrifices 
analog’s relatively straightforward and 
speedy means of image processing and 
display at the site of reception.

 Analog transmission manages a con-
tinuously modulating signal that needs 
little interpretation; it embodies the 
metaphor of the stream by literally be-
ing an electro-magnetic wave that flows 
constantly from the source to the screen 
at the speed of light. By contrast, the 
original term for the digital transmission 
of video was “store-and-forward,” and it 
remains a necessarily piecemeal process 
of delivering discrete chunks in intervals 
that allow enough time for a complicated 
process of storage, decoding, and ren-
dering. 
 



The basic technical explanation is that 
the digital computer is relatively unfit for 
images; it is, at heart, a blind number 
cruncher. The reproduction of images is 
an inconvenience to a digital machine 
that communicates natively in binary 
calculation, the monitor a relatively late 
and unsuitable addition to its architec-
ture. As Friedrich Kittler has concluded: 
“Digital image processing… ultimately 
represents the liquidation of [the] last 
remainder of the imaginary.”2

Unpacking visual information at any digi-
tal site of reception is a complicated and 
time-consuming matter involving, among 
other things, the temporary storage of 
all the data that it processes. In terms 
of media theory, this means that digital 
devices can neither be described as 
inherently streaming devices (like ana-
log TVs) nor inherently non-streaming 
devices (like books). For any transmis-
sion to be streamed through any digital 
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device, it has to be first written locally. 
Essentially no amount of sophisticated 
digital rights management software will 
ever be able to stop piracy: no version of 
digital representation can function without 
continuously making copies. In their reli-
ance on the basic structure of read/write, 
digital devices are more like books or 
recordings than television; at the same 
time, in other more obvious ways, their 
interfaces, especially those connected 
to a network, attempt to replicate “live” 
broadcast media. 

The result of this tension is the familiar 
wedge of asynchrony: latency, lag.  Not 
just frame-rate slowdowns below the 
threshold for the illusion of smooth 
motion, but also the erratic uncoupling 
of audio and visual tracks, unintentional 
jump-cuts, etc. These are disruptions 
in temporality that belong to a totally 
different category than those mate-
rial disruptions —dust, heat, electro-



magnetic interference—that plagued the 
superficial appearances of analog broad-
cast media but largely left the illusion of 
synchronicity intact. 

It isn’t that a digital device could never 
hope to reproduce analog illusions of 
synchronicity, but rather that, for now, 
this new media temporality of lag exists 
as a symptom of a recent shift in aes-
thetic priorities—the requisite temporal 
violence of a new means of distribution. 
Synchronicity, the flawless stream, has 
become an anachronistic art of simulation 
that has been both surpassed and lost in 
the technological gambit for a combination 
of speed and more potent reality effects, 
e.g. extemporaneous creation of im-
ages, hi-definition, massive on-demand 
archives, and interactivity. Early 3D 
consumer displays, for example, have 
been plagued by lag because of the extra 
processing required to stereoscopically 
render two images at the same time. It 
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is a telling irony: the purported boost 
in “realism” afforded by 3D technology 
consists simply of sacrificing verisimili-
tude in one dimension (time) to gain it in 
another (the z-axis of depth).  

Within digital culture, latency becomes 
the primary means of keeping time; it’s a 
kind of vectored time that doesn’t mark 
absolute duration as much as much tem-
poral distance from the present tense. 
The aforementioned 3D displays are 
benchmarked by how many milliseconds 
it takes them to respond to some live 
input, as are all networked systems; like 
sonar, they “ping” their sources—DVD 
players, financial markets, gamers—and 
measure their distance in the time it 
takes to get a response. 

Online social networks too have been 
recalibrated to this kind of relative, 
vectored clock. Facebook, Twitter, etc. 
timestamp our social activities as 



“time-elapsed-since” rather than as an 
absolute value; they display that a given 
post was made two hours ago rather than 
at 7pm, December 14th, 2013. The de-
finitive socio-psychological neurosis of 
this generation, FOMO (fear of missing 
out), is essentially the fear of having too 
much latency vis-à-vis some envelope 
of activity—the fear of missing a party or 
an investment opportunity not because 
there was no way you could have been 
involved, but because you potentially 
could have been involved had you known 
in time.  Not only chronology but also 
experience is reorganized in terms of 
latency. We develop the constant sensa-
tion, like those who watched the impact 
of V2s, of being slightly behind the pres-
ent tense by some temporal fraction. 

As was the case with the V2, this pervasive 
sense of latency in non-visual digital en-
vironments is actually a product of an 
increase in speed; here, it stems from 
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the overall increase in the velocity of 
informational communication on digital 
networks. Stock traders’ obsession with 
monitoring smaller and smaller quantities 
of latency has grown commensurately 
with the possibilities of high frequency 
computer-aided trading. Computers are 
capable of making millions of trades per 
second, and perhaps more importantly, 
they can now complete a single trade on 
the order of milliseconds, arbitraging 
minute and momentary differences in 
price. As a corollary, industry rumors 
speculate that Google purchased 111 
8th Avenue (approximately $1.9 billion) 
for their New York headquarters because it 
houses one of the central Internet exchange 
points on the East Coast, meaning that 
co-location would shave a few millisec-
onds off their latency.  

Time, of course, has always been money, 
but the speed of digital communication 
is attuning us to vanishing fragments of 



time that are, practically speaking, be-
yond the threshold for human appercep-
tion: today, the “round trip” of low-latency 
trade from New York to Chicago takes 
approximately 1/6 the amount of time as 
the human brain takes to register a flash 
of light (13ms to 80ms).3 

This suggests that the horizon of all future 
questions about time and perception may 
be tied to what autonomous digital systems 
themselves are capable of sensing—that 
humans will be left out of it all together. If 
so, a technologic Zeno’s paradox awaits: 
technological progress will furnish us 
with solutions for decreasing latency 
while also producing more sensitive tools 
for detecting even smaller quantities of 
lag.
 
When low latency trading reaches the 
speed of a single millisecond, financial 
computers will begin to count in terms 
of microseconds, and so on. The arrow 
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of time will fly faster and faster while the 
gulf between then and now will be bro-
ken up into smaller and smaller parts, 
the fleeting present getting no closer at 
hand.

1. Schivelbusch, Wolfgang. 1986. The Industri-

alization of Time and Space in the 19th Century. 

Los Angeles: UC Press.

2. Kittler, Freidrich. 2010. “Computers.” In Optical 

Media. Cambridge: Polity Press. 234.

3. Cielo Networks white paper. Retrieved 29 Nov. 

2013. “Ultra Low Latency Microwave Radio 

Systems Revolutionize HFT”; Musser, George. 

15 Sept. 2011. “Time On The Brain.” Scientific 

American Blog. 
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David Joselit in conversation with 
Lucy Hunter and R. Lyon

LH In your work, you propose that 
images accrue power or “buzz” through 
their circulation and interactions with 
spectators. What are the limits of this 
system? It would seem to privilege the 
recirculation of existing content rather 
than the production of new content.

RL Right, In other systems, you can’t 
endlessly recirculate material, or endlessly 
re-contextualize. Even in hyper-efficient 
biological systems. If the art world 
follows the rules of growth that apply to 
other complex systems, then there’s a 
disconnect between that and an idea of 
endless circulation. You can’t just recycle 
endlessly; don’t you eventually run out of 
steam?
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DJ Your comments remind me of 
Susan Sontag, writing on the ecology 
of images. She identifies the paradox 
that images, as you just mentioned, are 
not a scarce resource. In fact, they are 
just the opposite. You could talk about 
image pollution, but I am not sure what 
that would mean, except that one has to 
prioritize what is information and what 
is noise. Maybe that’s the big question. 
It seems to me that the overproduction 
you’re talking about leads to a problem 
of fracturing, on the one hand—lots 
of smaller worlds where certain kinds 
of images become popular or even fe-
tishized—and then a kind of broader, 
blockbuster culture where certain im-
ages emerge as dominant. 

Take someone like Damien Hirst; it’s 
clear that he wants to saturate markets, 
and it doesn’t matter with what. There is 
a kind of icon that undoes appropriation 
because it makes it public. If something 



is saturated enough, can you identify the 
original author? Does it even matter? 
Certainly online modes of image circula-
tion privilege what seems to be anonym-
ity in order to allow for the movement of 
the image. Brad Troemel, in his essay 
“The Accidental Audience,” says that it 
is easier to appropriate an image that 
doesn’t have a strong authorial root. And 
therefore success is resituating it. Maybe 
that’s the limit: this sense of ownership is 
less secure. The idea of displacing from 
one authorial position to another doesn’t 
have the giant payoff that it seemed to 
have in the late ’70s.

LH Does that winning payoff have to 
do with context or criticality? If an image 
without an author is easily circulated, 
easily saturated, that would seem like 
a very different operation than saying, 
“Here’s a work that someone else made. 
What does it do when I said I made it?”
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RL For example, the Zapatistas in the 
’90s purposefully created an image that 
was anonymous and could be appropri-
ated. That’s different than the appropria-
tion of the second kind. I mean, what is a 
Marilyn Monroe in a painting anymore? It’s 
this other thing that’s completely divorced 
from her biography.

DJ The Marilyn Monroe question is an 
interesting one because you’re acutely 
aware teaching 18-year-olds in 2013 that 
they may not even know who she is. She 
may be better known through Warhol 
than she is through her film career. The 
point you’re bringing up concerns de-
grees of openness in an image. I’m very 
interested in how fast images can move, 
how open they can be—versus how 
closed—and what kinds of connections 
they can make. If we can forget about the 
art world versus the world of politics and 
activism, we can think instead about the 
configuration of connections an image 



makes. What kind of shapes do you get? 
For instance, I saw a show of the Che 
Guevara image at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London, and it was very inter-
esting to see that this image had moved 
through a variety of political contexts, 
become an icon, and then ended up in a 
museum context. There’s a permeability 
between these border lands.

LH Is there a correlation between 
openness and speed of travel? The more 
open an image, the faster it moves?

DJ      I wish I could discover the laws of 
thermodynamics for images, but I think 
it probably depends on the situation. Is 
something like the Coca Cola sign an 
“open” or a “closed” image? It’s both. So 
you would have to decide the context for 
discussing this. What’s interesting about 
appropriation—the way it’s used now—is 
that it opens an image to other uses, no 
matter where it originally comes from. 
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Whereas before, appropriation had to 
do with authorship, or at least that was 
the dominant discourse for it. The term 
“appropriation” technically means “the 
seizure of property,” which is very dif-
ferent from how one thinks of sharing an 
image, or an image becoming a common 
space.

RL When you talked about the produc-
tion of icons, it sounds very formatted 
for capitalism. Capitalism loves super-
compressed, simple ideas that can travel 
through a variety of mediums. That’s the 
marketer’s dream, right? But on the other 
hand, when you look at appropriation as a 
kind of piracy for the public, you have the 
opposite: taking an individually owned 
thing and putting it in the public domain 
for circulation. Those are two real forces 
happening in contradiction at the same 
time.

DJ Structurally, piracy requires a 



transgression of property rights. What 
remains interesting about appropria-
tion is its question of how property is 
defined. Piracy is a serious redistribu-
tion and an addressing of inequities; it 
usually happens when there’s a market 
that wants something but can’t afford 
it, so therefore pirates it in some way. 
You could say it’s illegal, but it’s also a 
response to the incitement of a global 
market and then the institutional barriers 
within that market. If you remember that 
this is an Alfred Hitchcock film and a 
Douglas Gordon piece that Where is tak-
ing for another purpose, the question is: 
Are you really pirating it or not?

RL I mean, Douglas Gordon can’t re-
ally copyright this work as a movie, be-
cause it’s based on an initial transgres-
sion, which itself is not really legal. There 
are layers of ambiguity that allow for the 
exhibition to be made without actually 
having to break any laws.
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DJ But is it Douglas Gordon anymore? 
Does it matter? It does matter, in your 
piece.

LH It does matter in our piece. But at 
the same time, the suggestion that circu-
lation diminishes authorship does seem 
to hold true for our restaging. These 
operations distribute a singular authorial 
and contextual origin. But to return to our 
earlier question: Pirated or not, is there 
a threshold where an image peters out? 
In “Where 2,” A.E. Benenson is staging 24 
Hour Psycho, but through a different ap-
paratus. We’re not screening the 24-hour 
video cycle; rather, the webcam proceeds 
through a series of still images that will 
produce something by all accounts identi-
cal to the original work. 
RL There could be endless iterations 
of 24 Hour Psycho: an eternal unfolding 
of Douglas Gordon! We could just as eas-
ily have had people hold up still images of 



each frame once a day. But, will there be 
endless value? You might say yes, be-
cause the time is always changing and so 
the context must change. But I also see 
it following what, in economics, is called 
“diminishing returns.” That 100th hotdog 
doesn’t taste as good as the second or 
third hotdog. We ask, “Can this exhibition 
be appropriated in turn, or is it an end 
state?”

DJ Social discussions, framings, and 
re-codings attach to the object. The 
piece by Douglas Gordon already has a 
kind of paradigmatic status. You could 
be riffing on a lot of different works 
that people in the art world would not 
instantly know. So you’re taking advan-
tage of what is crystallized around the 
object, the residue of all this social inter-
action. You’re using that in remaking the 
object, and the question is, I suppose, 
will it be sustained by discussion? And 
that’s the interesting thing.  I don’t think 
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anyone can anticipate how discussion 
will develop, and what will become cen-
tral to a conversation.

The project breaks open an image for a 
kind of looking, as well. From a very for-
mal point of view, regarding the way the 
work will be broken up again into stills. 
It’s a way of thinking about the image—
and this is cheesy—as Harold Rosen-
berg’s “arena in which to act.” Something 
that is continuous, that has an illusion, 
that has a certain idea of montage, also 
has this other kind of tempo on it. I see it 
also as time signatures. Douglas Gordon 
made a different time signature [from 
Psycho], but yours is again one that has 
to do with quick breaking. This is a dif-
ferent kind of montage from the filmic 
montage, and a different kind of dura-
tion that does not correlate to lived time. 
With appropriation, it’s given a new time, 
a new temporality. In an optimistic way, 
that new temporality can release the 



work from certain kinds of commodifica-
tion, though I’m not sure it can ever be 
free from that.

RL You articulate that the meaning 
of a work of art isn’t located necessarily 
within the work, but is part of a network 
of operations that includes its exhibi-
tion, its discourse, its representation in 
books—this whole web around it. In this 
particular show, Alex [Benenson] is the 
curator, it’s his idea, but it’s very unclear 
who the artist is. There’s a constant back 
and forth, all of it is negotiated.

LH At Where, we’ve ported that lack 
of clarity over to the exhibition itself. We 
want to interrogate the exhibition as a 
format, and the relations that comprise 
that format: the curator, the artist, the 
critic. What are the possibilities for dis-
locating these roles? Can you take the 
same argument for the requirement of 
an inside and an outside around critical-
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ity and apply it to the exhibition format? 
Should there be clear lines between the 
kinds of roles?

DJ What you’re describing is an entire 
gallery apparatus functioning without a 
secure position of the artist, which I think 
is really interesting. In a lot of galleries 
there isn’t a secure position of the cura-
tor, because they are run by artists. 

I don’t ever know what’s meant by “criti-
cality,” I have to say. If criticality is about 
making visible a boundary between an 
interior and an exterior, then yes, I think 
that is a source of criticality. But the 
question then is, who’s reading it? I have 
no problem with a discussion that’s inter-
nal to an art world, but once something 
scales up, beyond the scale of your proj-
ect, that question emerges. When you 
move from a context when you’re sure 
that your audience understands your 
terms of reference, to a context where 



you certainly cannot expect that, then 
suddenly there are these other problems. 
Are they curatorial or are they artistic? 
Is it going to be intelligible to the au-
dience beyond the community that it 
emerges out of? Suddenly this whole 
apparatus that museums have, like 
the PR department, comes rushing in. 
How will we market this and what will we 
name it?
It’s a scale issue.
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 Appropriation is a kind of feedback 
loop: subject matter gathers a residue of 
latent beliefs, ideology, and authority 
that amplifies over time. Perhaps it’s no 
surprise that this focus on Psycho has 
ended up with a decidedly male exhibi-
tion: beginning but not ending with 
Gordon and Hitchcock.  
Laura Mulvey where are you?
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David Phelps 

Inverse Functions or  
Functions In Verse 

(On you, me, and Douglas Gordon) 

Private fears in public places: “Come, 
you hendecasyllables,” Catullus writes 
to rally the lines themselves to help him 
defame a dirty whore, moecha turpis, 
“let’s raise a burning blush on the bitch’s 
brazen face.”1 As loftier poets ascribed 
their voices to the muse in generic 
humblebrags of their own great talents, 
Catullus invokes only the metrical units 
and, elsewhere, the page itself to sing 
to him: “Would you kindly, papyrus, tell 
my comrade... [to] make a visit across 
here to Verona?”2 Or rather, Catullus 
invokes the hendecasyllables and 
papyrus not as authorial muses but as 
reader-recipients of the very poem they 
already constitute. For he must sing to 
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them—rather than vice-versa—in order 
that they constitute the poem. Where 
Homer co-opted the muse’s voice for his 
own, it’s by ascribing his voice to the ink 
and paper itself that Catullus displaces 
his voice altogether as something apart, 
something that’s not his voice at all.  
For the hendecasyllables of the poem 
are all at once 1) his voice as a direct 
expression of the words he’s writing, 
2) not his voice but its supplement, a 
readymade form marshaled to battle 
alongside the true voice of the author 
currently speaking, and 3) not even his 
voice’s supplement, but its addressee, 
as much a motivating absence as the 
equally unresponsive dirty whore herself. 
Unreliable narrator and unreliable 
subject, the voice forces the question: 
is it Catullus who expresses the words, 
or the words that express Catullus? Or 
rather, just who does this voice think it 
is?



***
Public fears in private places: “Dear 
Katrina,” reads Letter Number 4, sent to 
Katrina M. Brown in 1992, “If only you 
were hot, or cold. But you are neither hot, 
nor cold. I am going to vomit you out of 
my mouth. / Yours, Douglas Gordon.” So 
the cryptic voice forces routine questions 
of just what constitutes its “level of 
intent, “ to co-opt Kenneth Quinn’s 
term for Catullus’ spectra of authorial 
constructs.3 Is Douglas Gordon the voice 
of the text, which he evidently believes 
to authenticate and be authenticated 
by his feelings? Or is Douglas Gordon 
the voice of the social media artwork 
Letter Number 4, whose text, scuttling 
all possibility of authenticity, is no longer 
the personal content but the readymade 
form of a clever conceptual stunt? What 
perhaps distinguishes Gordon as a kind 
of ever-atoning conceptual artist is that 
both possibilities, both personal intention 
and intentional fallacy, become viable 
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options for the reader to pick at will. In 
a way, Gordon doesn’t even seem to 
presume the authorial power to depose 
his own authorial construct: it is up to the 
uneasy reader to ascribe a voice to the 
object, to make the words believable if 
only one is willing to believe. A gamble 
of faith. Indeed, at the very moment the 
letter’s authorship and authenticity seem 
to prove chimeric—the lines are not from 
Gordon at all, but a gloss of Revelation 
3:16—it turns out they’ve been vouched 
for by the word of God. In other letters, 
equally words from on high, they’ll turn 
out to be pop lyrics, that secret source 
code for a populace’s voice in showers 
and long drives to work.

***
So the poem-as-invitation, able to 
comment on its own use value as a 
material object, passes the burden of 
intentionality to the recipient who must 
decide whether or not to enact the words, 



to make them real by believing they’re 
meant to be so. “You’d like to know how 
many of your kisses / would be enough 
and over, Lesbia, for me?”4 Catullus asks 
some speculative version of his lover 
in one tribute, as if by putting words in 
her mouth in the opening question, the 
poem might continue to do so in the 
answer. “Reckon their total / equal to all 
those stars that in the silent / night look 
down on the stolen loves of mortals.” 
It rests on the absent, pseudonymous 
girl to redeem Catullus’ literary clichés 
as realities, to consummate his words 
as true. Still, the poem’s seductiveness 
might lie more in its rhetorical allures 
than hoary sweet-talk: for the question 
determines the terms of the answer, the 
only one that might be given. And yet at 
the same time, the question undermines 
those very terms: after all, it’s not quite 
likely that Lesbia would need a poem 
to answer a rhetorical question, even 
if she had posed it—for wouldn’t she 
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be seducing him with such a question, 
rather than vice-versa? Catullus’ 
poetry elsewhere inclines towards such 
questions, predicating, undermining 
their terms. “Who’s the dedicatee of my 
new witty / booklet, all fresh-polished 
with abrasive?”5 Catullus asks in the 
first two lines of the first poem of said 
collection. Yet the lucky dedicatee, “you, 
Cornelius,” might wonder what other 
“you” is being asked the question if he’s 
the one receiving the poem. Should he 
have guessed someone else? The “you” 
doesn’t only target an intended reader 
but ruptures the possibility of there being 
one: indeed, throughout the poems, any 
reader can serve as catalyst, recipient, 
and eavesdropper all at once, and it’s up 
to the reader to decide whether or not 
he or she is figured in the work or merely 
listening in. But if the reader is figured 
within the poem, is his/her surrogate 
Catullus or the lover? 



And if the reader is merely listening in, 
is he—is she—listening to a dialogue, 
or merely a monologue? Unreliable 
addresser, unreliable addressee, the 
voice forces the question: is it the reader 
who possess the words, or the words 
that possess the reader?

***
So wanting context for a work, the 
reader must project it. But in the case 
of the Catullus and Gordon letters, the 
reader-recipients are left in the uneasy 
position of wondering whether they 
themselves are the contextual rosetta 
stones, the motivations for the works— 
only plausible if they decide that those 
works are intended personally and not as 
public products for mass consumption. 
One rough equivalent would be the story 
of the man who received, one day, a 
greeting card from Hallmark signed only 
by “Hallmark” itself. Another would be 
the story of the woman who received, 
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one day, a video message from an 
unknown man staring into a camera: 
but was she to imagine, if she were the 
only intended recipient, that he were not 
staring into the camera at all, but staring 
directly at her? Or rather, that he was 
imagining he was staring at her? This 
latter scene crops up, occasionally, in 
horror films (the ending of The Shining), 
particularly Japanese, as haunted 
screens come alive: Hideo Nakata’s The 
Ring (1998), Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s Pulse 
(2001—a computer screen now), Nagisa 
Oshima’s The Man Who Put His Will 
on Film (1970). But the question then 
is whether the ghost that haunts these 
machines is being mediated through 
them or whether it is the machines 
themselves who are the talking ghosts. 
In the video message of a dead man, is 
it the man who speaks or now simply the 
screen itself? Either way, it is left to the 
viewer—perhaps even the viewer in the 
theater—to be haunted and possessed 



as well by such images. Questions of 
intentionality reboot: is the image an 
invention of the man, or is the man an 
invention of the image? Which is haunted 
by which? Or to put it another way: is 
the image of Mrs. Bates possessed by 
Norman, or is Norman possessed by the 
image of Mrs. Bates?

***
Viewers can only repeat Norman’s error 
in clinging to such dichotomies that 
might restore themselves to the side of 
the righteous sane. As the distinction 
between Norman and Mrs. Bates is only 
one of alternate roles played by the same 
character, to believe that one is natural 
(the material being) and the other a mask 
(the virtual being) is to attempt, vainly, 
to excavate the content from the form. 
The point that all such figurations are 
the viewer’s own projections is premised 
clearly enough in another Gordon work, 
“Self-portrait as Kurt Cobain, as Andy 
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Warhol, as Myra Hindley, as Marilyn 
Monroe,” a 1996 photo of a glamour-
stubbled Gordon in a blonde wig. How 
could Norman be any crazier than the 
guy sitting in front of a darkened screen 
imagining a flux of light as Anthony 
Perkins as Norman Bates as Mrs. 
Bates? So the title of the self-portrait 
suggests that the kind of iconographic 
re-appropriations considered psychotic 
in Hitchcock are the only forms of 
expression left to a pop culture in which 
not only the businesses but the clientele 
(and, of course, artists) must reinvent 
themselves as marketable imagery. 
Identity is a question of remixing and 
found footage. What must be asked, 
then, is not who the author is—who is 
speaking—but whether it is possible 
for anyone to speak for themselves at 
all. In the movies-in-movies—The Ring, 
Pulse, The Man Who Left His Will on 
Film—are such clips representations of 
an autonomous source text, that public 



product for mass consumption now co-
opted for current use, or do they signify 
the voice of the screens themselves? 
At some point, all speakers become 
merely host bodies for transmitting the 
readymade images and phrases of a 
viral culture. From the singing car that 
speaks only through the pop hits of its 
radio in Carpenter’s Christine (1983) 
to its friendlier reincarnation in Bay’s 
Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen 
(2009), it’s standard even in America 
that technology will go a little berserk in 
exorcising itself of the pop culture that 
has possessed it for too long.

***
And so when, in 1992, Gordon re-
appropriates Revelation 3:16, he offers 
some culmination of the process, under 
development at least since Catullus, to 
figure the reader as both the invention of 
the text and the inventor of its meaning. 
The author is now as much a fiction of 
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the text as the reader being referred 
to: what is at stake is not the death 
of the author, but his resurrection by 
the reader—and as the reader—who 
must project this authorial construct to 
determine his/her own role in opposition 
to it. As Norman Bates understood, it’s 
only a careful process of differentiation 
and distantiation that allows one to 
become possessed by one’s alter 
ego. Gordon, like Catullus, reverses 
Duchamp’s proposition of displacing 
useful, readymade tools into gallery 
spaces where they can only become 
signifiers of themselves, representational 
texts of the things they once were. 
Instead, the texts are now displaced 
from a public setting as readymades to 
be given personal, private utility. And yet 
the roles of author, text, and reader, all 
delineated by the letter, must be filled in 
by the reader whose decision to do so 
constitutes the latent subject of the work. 
For to imagine that the words might 



belong to Gordon is to imagine that they 
might belong to the recipient as well. 
And so, in another letter, which states 
simply, “I forgive you,” the question is 
not simply to what the verb refers, but 
to what “I” and “you” do as well. Each 
is contingent on the actions or mere 
existence of another for its own; in the 
words of another Gordon title, for a 
series of pop icons excised of eyes and 
mouth and thus transfigured into masks 
for the viewer to wear, the letter is a 
“Self-Portrait of You + Me.” The terms, 
like the pop art mask, are strictly codified 
placeholders for the viewer’s chimeric 
self-composition. To find oneself in the 
work is simply to disappear into it and 
the crowd, as the assignation of “you” 
and “me” offers no more than a kind of 
hyperlink to all the other yous and mes 
who might play the role. In the shower, 
driving on the way to work, one recites 
a line from a movie, a lyric from a song; 
one can simply be oneself, in these rare 
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moments of individuated intimacy, only  
by incarnating figures like James Dean or 
David Bowie whose iconography would 
be as rapidly reproducible as a virus 
working its way through the host bodies 
of Middle America. 

***
And yet—seemingly, one 
accomplishment of 24 Hour Psycho 
(1993) is to make Psycho simply signify 
itself as an object as it is replayed in 
full, to make the sedately shifting light 
on screen simply signify itself as light 
on-screen, and to make the actors and 
actresses simply signify themselves, as 
they’re replayed so slowly that character 
dissolves into kind of documentary 
portraiture of the performers at work. For 
what’s ruptured by 24 Hour Psycho is any 
stable, narrative lens that would allow the 
light on the screen to be conflated with 
Janet Leigh as Marion Crane. Surely, the 
gesture is Duchampian: a displacement 



of a generic product of great commercial 
utility into a gallery space where it can 
have little if any utility at all. But where 
Duchamp’s products had probably never 
served as objects of contemplation, 
Psycho, in a way, had always been a 
kind of gallery work: not simply an object 
of contemplation on a screen, but a 
meta-generic work that continually begs 
awareness of its structural operation 
retooling genre expectations. The sound 
is stripped and the image slowed, but 
the change of context in 24 Hour Psycho 
from a movie theater to a gallery isn’t 
quite one—the image is still projected 
on the screen in a communal space, 
and if the viewer imagines that a gallery 
setting demands an alternate process of 
contemplation, such is the viewer’s, not 
artist’s, assumption. An assumption that 
the work, like one of Catullus’ questions, 
seems to both determine and upend. 
As in his later self-portrait, Gordon 
insists on the viewer performing the 
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fundamental illusion of differentiating 
actor from character, character from 
character, begotten, not made, of one 
Being with the Author. For absent 
the stable, narrative lens, gone is 
any prescription of a correct mode 
of viewing—it is precisely because 
the viewer must toggle between 
perceiving light, perceiving characters, 
and perceiving actors that there is no 
possibility of the movie signifying itself 
as a single, sovereign entity.  Where 
Warhol completes the collapse of 
Marilyn the performer (author), Marilyn 
the performance (text), and Andy the 
perceiver (reader) into a single icon 
that is indivisibly the one and same 
expression of all three, Gordon forces 
the viewer back into the schizophrenic 
position of  teasing apart the collapsed 
image: the dancer from the dance, the 
choreography from choreographer, 
Kurt Cobain from Myra Hindley.  Some 
authorial presence might be resurrected 



to determine our perception, but is that 
figure Hitchcock, the actor, or Gordon? 
So it’s left to viewers to do the work of 
figuration, to delude themselves into 
thinking anything is there besides the 
projector and the screen.

***
In a later Gordon letter, from 1995, 
dated and signed in familiar manner, 
one of many projected Gordon 
doppelgangers—his brother—explains:

 [Douglas] found it interesting to imagine 
that someone might come to Tramway 
[gallery], on the south side of the city, to 
watch a little bit of the film, to recognise 
which part of the narrative they were 
experiencing, and then leave to go 
shopping in the west end of the city, or 
whatever. He went on to imagine that this 
‘someone’ might suddenly remember 
what they had seen earlier that day, 
later that night, perhaps at around 10 
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o’clock, ordering drinks in a crowded 
bar with friends, or somewhere else in 
the city, perhaps very late at night, just 
as the “someone” is undressing to go 
to bed, they may turn their heads to the 
pillow and start to think about what they 
had seen that day. He said he thought it 
might be interesting for that “someone” 
to imagine what was happening in the 
gallery right then, at that moment in 
time when they have no access to the 
work. He said the imagination of the 
person could be said to constitute the 
work in many ways. “If you don’t have 
an imaginative audience, then you have 
nothing to do”, he said.

From which one might construct a 
24 Hour Psycho clock, set to start at 
midnight and continue infinitely, by 
which one could shower in the morning 
alongside Marion Crane, have lunch over 
Arbogast’s corpse, watch a movie with 
the desiccated cadaver of Mrs. Bates, 



and hit the sack just as Marion steals the 
dough. For all of the museum patrons 
who found the suspense of the narrative 
usurped by the suspense of getting 
into the gallery in time for the shower 
scene—once the least anticipated 
element of the movie, now the most—
the 24 Hour Psycho clock would cure all 
fears. They need only come from 10:16 
– 10:45. Although, by 2013, this notion of 
measuring out life with prime time slots 
might seem quaint: who wouldn’t want to 
simply order Gordon’s shower scene on 
demand?

***
So in retrospect, 24 Hour Psycho might 
come to be seen, like Gordon’s letter 
series and phone call series, as one of 
the last works of an outmoded medium 
whose utility had so enervated, like 
Heidegger’s broken hammer, Albert 
Brooks’ broken dummy, that it could no 
longer represent anything but its own 
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failed functions, could no longer figure 
any space and time other than that which 
it occupied, could no longer figure any 
personality but that projected by the 
viewer. Like Joyce’s Ulysses—the 20th 
century’s paragon of a 24-hour work, 
coordinating continuous movements 
across durational time and Euclidean 
space—24 Hour Psycho works as a kind 
of map to allow “imaginative viewers” 
to position themselves in relation to 
spatial and temporal events. So the 
story of 24 Hour Psycho is the story of 
a physical device, a screen, that once 
upon a time, once a day, emitted certain 
configurations of light at certain times 
in a certain place; its all-too-human 
hero, the agent of free will facing off 
against such fatalistic certainties, is the 
viewer, who, Gordon emphasized, would 
“have the opportunity to do something 
you’re never allowed to do in the movie 
theatre—touch  the screen.” But even 
such heroic gestures of the 20th century 



must be commodified by the 21st. A 
couple decades later, this last violation 
of cinematic space, the touch-screen, 
would become an obligatory selling-
point for all modes of communication: 
no longer would the screen serve as a 
medium for communicating with subjects 
from afar, but itself would serve as the 
subject with which one can blithely 
communicate as if it were one’s own 
displaced avatar, prosthetic ego. The 
progressive illusion of screen-interfacing 
is extended to physical possibilities, 
and one is left with an elegy for viewing 
images: “What I am suggesting, to put 
it quite simply, is that no activity can 
become an art until its proper epoch 
has ended and it has dwindled into total 
obsolescence,” said Hollis Frampton. If, 
in time, the screen, a material burden 
for virtual pursuits, becomes doomed to 
the glasses and contact lenses by which 
virtual and material realities may at long 
last be conflated, 24 Hour Psycho might 
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appear as the last of the great immobile 
works of a lamented, lamentable time 
fettered by such strict spatial and 
temporal coordinates, retrospectively 
seen as constraints. A time, which it was 
among the first to mark, when screens 
were denuded as material objects within 
the virtual world they had pioneered. 
After the world would mobilize all 
material matter into virtual energies, 
screens would simply be the casualties 
of the endless quest to fabricate greater 
authenticity. The immediacy is the 
message. 

***
While it also may appear as a herald of 
the new virtuality: its medium not even 
the material screen but imagination, 
host body possessed by the movie, 
maintaining its projection virtually across 
the city at a simultaneous time and 
disconnected space. A kind of proto-
live stream, that need only a guise of 



simultaneity to validate its images as 
true, a conviction of presence to prove 
they are happening in the actuality of the 
right-now. For according to Gordon’s—
or is it Gordon’s?—schema, one’s 
imagination can replay the film at any 
speed or scene at another end of the 
city as long as it tricks itself into thinking 
that it’s projecting current events. With 
just the right fiction about its temporal 
status, any image can be tricked into 
documentary.

***

Though whatever hopes misguided 
image-consumers might have had of 
ingesting the whole thing in one sitting in 
a gallery in 1993, what would they have 
of watching five minutes on a computer 
screen with five open tabs?

***
In a way, simultaneity provides the 
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founding fiction of any virtual world that 
fabricates images of what only exists on-
screen as though they were tokens of a 
larger, narrative universe: any sense of a 
stable off-screen space must be rooted 
in the viewer’s assent, inherited from 
Griffith action films, that action could be 
occurring there concurrently. As virtual 
worlds continue to simulate contiguous 
spaces—as in their ancestors, the 
Griffith action films—such virtual 
spatialization must elide “real time” to 
preserve, paradoxically, a simulation of 
continuous duration as characters travel 
from one room to the next. “Real time” is 
only continuous time: the time it takes to 
move from virtual space to virtual space. 
And yet this virtual real time remains 
roughly proportionate with real-real 
time: a third of the day or so in Grand 
Theft Auto will still be night, and the 
virtual sun will keep its steady course, 
even as a drive across the city might 
take an hour. What changes is simply 



the ratio of time on-screen to time off-
screen: each hour of real time becomes 
beautifully distilled to 5 minutes of 
essential activity within the game. A few 
years after the first SimCity, Gordon 
both extends and overturns this fallacy 
of virtual time—virtual time matches 
that of its contextual space, except that 
instead of being compressed, it has now 
been so absurdly dilated to frustrate 
all virtual-era hopes of instantaneous 
consumption. With the 24 Hour Psycho 
clock, the running time of the movie is 
now fixed to the time of the outer world, 
even at the expense of the one within. 
Temporality becomes another figuration 
of the viewer forced to choose between 
dissonant options. Even if presence, the 
presence of a screen in the room, is the 
last mode of time to carry conviction. 
1993: Wasn’t that when Bill Murray made 
Groundhog Day? The Gordon installation 
continues so steadfastly in its cycle of a 
24-hour present that it can be perfectly 
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recalled and predicted in past and 
future as a measure of its passing, ever-
unpassing, self-same time. Presence is 
eternal.

***
However much cinema might, in a 
double sense, reconstruct the world, 
the screen might still serve simply 
to mediate an encounter with an 
autonomous other: “Bonjour, Eléphant!” 
André Bazin would title two pieces in 
the mid-’50s, his warm salutation to a 
celluloid pachyderm implying that at last 
an ontology of film might be affirmed 
in basic, durational shots of animals, 
incapable of acting, only able to figure 
themselves as themselves absent the 
connivances of montage. Yet in an 
“original” Gordon work, Play Dead; Real 
Time (2003), the cheap theatricals of 
an elephant resurrecting itself from 
a self-staged death in lengthy, titular 
“real time” work to belie that Bazinian 



premise that animals could signify a 
presence apart from the representational 
mechanism mobilizing their bodies into 
images on-screen. Re-presenting the 
close-ups of horses’ eyes interspersed 
throughout Bresson’s Lancelot du Lac, 
each inscribed into a narrative and 
medieval history only by a soundtrack of 
clashing swords, Play Dead; Real Time 
proposes a few, alternate figurations of 
its central actor non-actor. As Bresson 
would show, the moment a viewer sees 
a corpse in a story (or the moment a 
viewer sees an animal in a story), the 
only way to continue seeing a character 
apart from the actor, now that these have 
collapsed together into a single body on-
screen, is to project such a dichotomy: 
and in so doing, to reinsert the image 
into a character within the narrative. 
Alternately, one can simply accept that it 
is only an image of a once-present actor, 
the documentary residuum of what, once 
upon a time, was in front of the camera. 
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To agree to the fiction that the body is 
a corpse is to bring the image to life; to 
agree to the fact that the body is a living 
actor is to repudiate the image as a kind 
of corpse, the remains of a long-vanished 
reality. And so when the elephant is 
dead, it’s alive, and when it’s alive, it’s 
only a phantom of what was there. The 
question, once more, is of temporality—
whether the elephant inhabits the time 
of its filming, its mini-narrative, or its 
place in the present on-screen—and its 
glad-handed antics only bolster the point 
that it is not the elephant but viewer who 
must enact its part. Bazin’s ontological 
basis for the image in “real time” lies no 
longer in its duration but in the choice 
of an audience deciding which time is 
real. On this screen of looping images, 
of course, past, present, and even a 
speculative future, all become equally 
valid. Being a visionary was never so 
easy. All times are real on-screen. 



***
One could suggest this about the 
Internet: that this great, second-
person proposition promises at last 
transcendence into a time of no time, 
a space of no space, a truer nature 
than nature, as Avatar hints, where 
one merges with the avatar of one’s 
choosing. Or this: that the choices are 
strictly stratified by myth and profit 
motive; it is only the avatars of corporate 
branding that one selects, and in 
composing one’s identity under the guise 
of greater interfacing one only becomes 
a host body for images of diet pills and 
dental floss that have sublimated capital 
into other forms. Or this: that every click 
is an old story written anew.

***
Or this: we may all go viral as the light.
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***
We both might propose, then, a way to 
recover our bearings from this virtual 
warp; being a visionary was never so 
easy. It is enough to cage the phantoms 
and put images back in their place. Cling, 
as Gordon would, to the only authenticity 
cinema’s mass-manufactured illusions 
allow: that of the material medium. 
Show Psycho as it’s meant to be seen—
perhaps not in a theater, perhaps not 
on 35mm, but at least at the right speed 
in one place at one time. With digital, 
after all, movies are now as mobile as 
capital—the spaces are interchangeable 
but the times are still fixed, and isn’t this 
what counts? To prove the point, stream 
the movie online, once daily, so slowly 
that it takes 24 hours to play. Here, in the 
virtual ether, time should soon move as 
fast or slow as one insists on navigating 
the past and coding the future. All times 
are real on-screen. For the light never 
dims on Gmail, and soon one will hail 



the sun of Grand Theft Auto to hover 
on into overtime and—an accountant’s 
caprice?—to hesitate on the horizon for 
just one moment more during a lover’s 
embrace at dawn. Like all viruses, such 
light takes only the form which its host 
enables.

***
Or this: may we all go viral as the light.

***

We might propose, then, a way to loosen 
ourselves from this dull, material destiny; 
being a visionary was never so easy. 
Cling to the illusion, divinely dwelling 
apart, denuded by too many touch 
screens: that of the story in another, 
eternal time, another, eternal space. 
Show Psycho as it’s meant to be seen—
as a world unto its own that claims all 
who dare here enter. With the classical 
era, after all, movies were myth—the 
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characters were interchangeable but 
their archetypes were fixed, and wasn’t 
this what counted? To prove the point, 
stream the movie online, once daily, 
so slowly that it takes 24 hours to play. 
Here, in the virtual ether, time is only of 
the present, and presence is not eternal, 
but is dissipating every instant. No time 
is real on-screen. The LCD pixels flicker 
as fireflies into the stars, and if, one 
day, they’re intercepted by some far-off 
civilization, their origins in time will no 
longer matter. For the light that girdles 
the universe is unfading, and only as 
narrative can it map chronologies, only 
as a story can it compose a history in its 
course. Like all myths, such light belongs 
to no time except as it marks out our 
own. 
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MPEG4 Decoder / Encoder  

Common Code.
/* 
 * MPEG1 / MPEG2 video parser 
 * Copyright (c) 2000,2001 Fabrice 
Bellard 
 * Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Michael 
Niedermayer <michaelni@gmx.at> 
 * 
 * This file is part of FFmpeg. 
 * 
 * FFmpeg is free software; you can 
redistribute it and/or 
 * modify it under the terms of the 
GNU Lesser General Public 
 * License as published by the Free 
Software Foundation; either 
 * version 2.1 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later version. 
 * 
 * FFmpeg is distributed in the 
hope that it will be useful, 
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; with-
out even the implied warranty of 
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 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU 
 * Lesser General Public License 
for more details. 
 * 
 * You should have received a copy 
of the GNU Lesser General Public 
 * License along with FFmpeg; if 
not, write to the Free Software 
 * Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin 
Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 
02110-1301 USA 
 */ 
 
#include “parser.h” 
#include “mpeg12.h” 
#include “internal.h” 
 
struct MpvParseContext { 
    ParseContext pc; 
    AVRational frame_rate; 
    int progressive_sequence; 
    int width, height; 
}; 
static void mpegvideo_extract_
headers(AVCodecParserContext *s, 



AVCodecContext *avctx, 
const uint8_t *buf, int buf_size) 
{ 
    struct MpvParseContext *pc = s-
>priv_data; 
    const uint8_t *buf_end = buf + 
buf_size; 
    uint32_t start_code; 
    int frame_rate_index, ext_type, 
bytes_left; 
    int frame_rate_ext_n, frame_
rate_ext_d; 
    int top_field_first, repeat_first_
field, progressive_frame; 
    int horiz_size_ext, vert_size_
ext, bit_rate_ext; 
    int did_set_size=0; 
    int bit_rate = 0; 
    int vbv_delay = 0; 
//FIXME replace the crap with get_
bits() 
    s->repeat_pict = 0; 
 
    while (buf < buf_end) { 
  start_code= -1; 
  buf= avpriv_find_start_code(buf, 
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buf_end, &start_code); 
  bytes_left = buf_end - buf; 
  switch(start_code) { 
  case PICTURE_START_CODE: 
if (bytes_left >= 2) { 
 s->pict_type = (buf[1] >> 3) & 7; 
 if (bytes_left >= 4) 
 vbv_delay = ((buf[1] & 0x07) << 
13) | (buf[2] << 5) | (buf[3]  >> 
3); 
} 
break; 
  case SEQ_START_CODE: 
if (bytes_left >= 7) { 
 pc->width  = (buf[0] << 4) | 
(buf[1] >> 4); 
 pc->height = ((buf[1] & 0x0f) << 
8) | buf[2]; 
 if(!avctx->width || !avctx->height 
|| !avctx->coded_width || !avctx-
>coded_height){ 
     ff_set_dimensions(avctx, pc-
>width, pc->height); 
     did_set_size=1; 
 } 
 frame_rate_index = buf[3] & 0xf; 



 pc->frame_rate.den = avctx->time_
base.den = ff_mpeg12_frame_rate_
tab[frame_rate_index].num; 
 pc->frame_rate.num = avctx->time_
base.num = ff_mpeg12_frame_rate_
tab[frame_rate_index].den; 
 bit_rate = (buf[4]<<10) | 
(buf[5]<<2) | (buf[6]>>6); 
 avctx->codec_id = AV_CODEC_ID_
MPEG1VIDEO; 
} 
break; 
  case EXT_START_CODE: 
if (bytes_left >= 1) { 
 ext_type = (buf[0] >> 4); 
 switch(ext_type) { 
 case 0x1: /* sequence extension */ 
     if (bytes_left >= 6) { 
   horiz_size_ext = ((buf[1] & 1) 
<< 1) | (buf[2] >> 7); 
   vert_size_ext = (buf[2] >> 5) & 
3; 
   bit_rate_ext = ((buf[2] & 
0x1F)<<7) | (buf[3]>>1); 
   frame_rate_ext_n = (buf[5] >> 5) 
& 3; 
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   frame_rate_ext_d = (buf[5] & 
0x1f); 
   pc->progressive_sequence = 
buf[1] & (1 << 3); 
   avctx->has_b_frames= !(buf[5] >> 
7); 
 
   pc->width  |=(horiz_size_ext << 
12); 
   pc->height |=( vert_size_ext << 
12); 
   bit_rate = (bit_rate&0x3FFFF) | 
(bit_rate_ext << 18); 
   if(did_set_size) 
    ff_set_dimensions(avctx, pc-
>width, pc->height); 
   avctx->time_base.den = pc-
>frame_rate.den * (frame_rate_ext_n 
+ 1) * 2; 
   avctx->time_base.num = pc-
>frame_rate.num * (frame_rate_ext_d 
+ 1); 
   avctx->codec_id = AV_CODEC_ID_
MPEG2VIDEO; 
     } 
     break; 



 case 0x8: /* picture coding exten-
sion */ 
     if (bytes_left >= 5) { 
   top_field_first = buf[3] & (1 << 
7); 
   repeat_first_field = buf[3] & (1 
<< 1); 
   progressive_frame = buf[4] & (1 
<< 7); 
 
   /* check if we must repeat the 
frame */ 
   ->repeat_pict = 1; 
   if (repeat_first_field) { 
    if (pc->progressive_sequence) { 
  if (top_field_first) 
s->repeat_pict = 5; 
  else 
s->repeat_pict = 3; 
    } else if (progressive_frame) { 
  s->repeat_pict = 2; 
    } 
   } 
 
   if (!pc->progressive_sequence) { 
    if (top_field_first) 
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  s->field_order = AV_FIELD_TT; 
    else 
  s->field_order = AV_FIELD_BB; 
   } else 
    s->field_order = AV_FIELD_PRO-
GRESSIVE; 
     } 
     break; 
 } 
} 
break; 
  case -1: 
goto the_end; 
  default: 
/* we stop parsing when we encoun-
ter a slice. It ensures 
that this function takes a negli-
gible amount of time */ 
if (start_code >= SLICE_MIN_START_
CODE && 
 start_code <= SLICE_MAX_START_
CODE) 
 goto the_end; 
break; 
  } 
    } 



 the_end: ; 
    if (avctx->codec_id == AV_CO-
DEC_ID_MPEG2VIDEO && bit_rate) { 
  avctx->rc_max_rate = 400*bit_
rate; 
    } else if (avctx->codec_id == 
AV_CODEC_ID_MPEG1VIDEO && bit_rate 
&& 
(bit_rate != 0x3FFFF || vbv_delay 
!= 0xFFFF)) { 
  avctx->bit_rate = 400*bit_rate; 
    } 
} 
static int mpegvideo_
parse(AVCodecParserContext *s, 
AVCodecContext *avctx, 
const uint8_t **poutbuf, int *pout-
buf_size, 
const uint8_t *buf, int buf_size) 
{ 
    struct MpvParseContext *pc1 = 
s->priv_data; 
    ParseContext *pc= &pc1->pc; 
    int next; 
 
    if(s->flags & PARSER_FLAG_COM-
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PLETE_FRAMES){ 
  next= buf_size; 
    }else{ 
  next= ff_mpeg1_find_frame_end(pc, 
buf, buf_size, s); 
 
  if (ff_combine_frame(pc, next, 
&buf, &buf_size) < 0) { 
*poutbuf = NULL; 
*poutbuf_size = 0; 
return buf_size; 
  } 
 
    } 
    /* we have a full frame : we 
just parse the first few MPEG head-
ers 
 to have the full timing informa-
tion. The time take by this 
 function should be negligible for 
uncorrupted streams */ 
    mpegvideo_extract_headers(s, 
avctx, buf, buf_size); 
    av_dlog(NULL, “pict_type=%d 
frame_rate=%0.3f repeat_pict=%d\n”, 
s->pict_type, (double)avctx->time_



base.den / avctx->time_base.num, 
s->repeat_pict); 
 
    *poutbuf = buf; 
    *poutbuf_size = buf_size; 
    return next; 
} 
 
static int mpegvideo_
split(AVCodecContext *avctx, 
const uint8_t *buf, int buf_size) 
{ 
    int i; 
    uint32_t state= -1; 
    int found=0; 
 
    for(i=0; i<buf_size; i++){ 
  state= (state<<8) | buf[i]; 
  if(state == 0x1B3){ 
found=1; 
  }else if(found && state != 0x1B5 
&& state < 0x200 && state >= 0x100) 
return i-3; 
    } 
    return 0; 
} 
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static int mpegvideo_parse_
init(AVCodecParserContext *s) 
{ 
    s->pict_type = AV_PICTURE_TYPE_
NONE; // first frame might be par-
tial 
    return 0; 
} 
 
AVCodecParser ff_mpegvideo_parser = 
{ 
    .codec_ids= { AV_CODEC_ID_
MPEG1VIDEO, AV_CODEC_ID_MPEG2VIDEO 
}, 
    .priv_data_size = sizeof(struct 
MpvParseContext), 
    .parser_init    = mpegvideo_
parse_init, 
    .parser_parse   = mpegvideo_
parse, 
    .parser_close   = ff_parse_
close, 
    .split    = mpegvideo_split, 
}; 
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